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What was the motivation behind the 
research?

- Large amount of smartphone users.

- Bluetooth connectivity in vast majority.

- Large attack surface.

- Connectable once bluetooth on and by default.



What is fuzzing?

- Inputs into an app to find bugs 

- Often automated and random.

- Used as part of dynamic analysis.



How does frankenstein work?

- Emulation of the firmware during execution.
- Snapshots of the hardware using the CYW2073 bluetooth controller.
- Named Frankenstein as emulation of snapshot used to bring firmware to life in another 

environment specifically host PC.
- Frankenstein allows for RCE.
- Saving state and injecting code.
- Debugging calls.



What was found

- Several vulnerabilities were found including:
- Link key extraction

- Interchip escalation

- Bricking devices



Link key extraction

- Link key extraction used for encryption.

- Key can be used to eavesdrops on communication between devices.

- In some cases view shared private information such as phone contacts.

- Link keys from inactive devices can be retrieved for use at a later data



Interchip escalation

- Wifi and Bluetooth functionality on same chip.

- Escalation from Bluetooth to access Wifi.

- Cant software patch.

- Disabling Bluetooth functionality when Wifi is connected solves the issue.



Examples of interchip escalations effects on 
devices.



Brick devices

- Bluetooth chip uses read only memory to store firmware and patches.

- Non volatile random access memory used during manufacturing to store device specific 

information.

- Could be written to to brick devices.



Ineffective solutions: Disabling bluetooth

- Newer devices not disabled.

- Not hard reset on disable/flight mode.

- Some devices such as iPhones do not hard reset while the S10e does during flight mode.

- Reliance on bluetooth always on for connectivity makes attacking more convenient.



Issues take a long time to patch

- Slow times to fix report issues by Broadcom, Samsung and other vendors.

- Limit physical patchroms means patching vulnerabilities is limited.

- Chips usually a year old once they are release in off the shelf devices. So hard to test for 
vulnerabilities with limit access to hardware.

- Always being connected and devices not being reset means over the air attacks are more 
likely than ever.
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Thank you for listening!!!

Questions?


